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Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present the plan for testing the EngineeringforChange.org website. The 
usability test will gather data about how users complete five primary tasks, what problems they 
encounter when completing these tasks, and their overall feelings about the website.   

As our project sponsors, you want to know if new users are able to understand the purpose of the site, 
how intuitive it is for users to complete the primary tasks, and how easy or difficult it is for users to 
navigate the site.  

The following test plan provides:  

• The problem statement and test objectives 

• User profiles  

• Testing methodology  

• Tasks and scenarios 

• Testing facility and equipment  

• Evaluation methods 

• Project deliverables 

• Questionnaires 

o Participant screening questionnaires 
o Pre-test questionnaire 
o Post-task questionnaires 
o Post-test System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire  
o Product Reaction cards 
o Post-test questionnaire 

• Moderator script 

• Video permission  

• User persona 
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Problem Statement and Test Objectives 
Our usability study of the Engineering for Change (E4C) website will assess the user experience of the 
website as participants complete typical tasks and become familiar with the site. This study will provide 
qualitative and quantitative data on the ease with which users complete five primary tasks, problems 
users encounter during each task, and their overall feelings about the website.  

Our team met with you twice in the beginning of the project to identify your primary concerns about the 
E4C website as well as other objectives for this study. These concerns include the following: 

• New user registration 
 

• Searching for another member 
 

• Procedure for joining a workspace 
 

• Procedure for viewing a technical solution 
 

• Navigation: are users able to easily navigate the site to complete tasks quickly?  
 

• Readability and comprehension: do users understand the language on the site? Is the text easy 
to read?  
 

• User satisfaction: which aspects of the site do users like or dislike? 
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User Profile 
Through our initial project conversations with you and follow up research, we developed a user persona 
embodying characteristics of the E4C user. (The persona is included in Appendix G.) We will select test 
participants based on those characteristics.  

Our general requirements for user characteristics include:  

• Aged 25 to 65 
• Practicing engineer 
• Has registered, searched, and posted in forums within a website before 
• Works with the Internet on a daily basis 
• Motivated to give back to society and perform community service 

Within this range, we believe there is a distinction between younger engineers (aged 25-35) and older 
engineers (aged 35 +) based on comfort with web page navigation. However, we decided not to recruit a 
specific number from each subgroup; instead, we will attempt to recruit a participant pool that is 
distributed across the range of age brackets. This decision is based on a need for flexibility in the 
screening process.  

The most important factor is that the participants are practicing engineers who are motivated to engage 
in community service and giving back to society. This motivation, as well as questions about 
experiences, demographic data, and other criteria, is included in our screening questionnaire (Appendix 
A) for recruiting the best test participants.  
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Methodology and Tasks 
Usability testing on the E4C website will focus on concerns identified during the project kickoff meeting 
as well as the major and catastrophic issues raised during the heuristic evaluation. The tests will take 
place in the Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU) student usability lab. We will test the website 
with six participants who meet the screening criteria. Two additional candidates will be recruited as 
alternate participants in the event of cancellations. The participants will be guided through a series of 
scenarios using the E4C website. Their responses will be recorded and documented in a final report. The 
participants will receive a $25 gift card from IEEE in consideration of their help. 

Preparation 
To prepare for our testing, we will conduct a walkthrough to practice our test plan and procedure with a 
“stand-in” test participant. This participant will be a tolerant user, someone unfamiliar with the E4C 
website, but not subject to the more rigid screening the test participants must pass.  

The following week, we will conduct a pilot test with the guidance of Dr. Barnum. The pilot test will be 
conducted using the first of our recruited participants. If we do not have to make significant changes to 
the test protocol following the pilot, we will include the results in our final report.  

Testing  
The five remaining tests will be performed over the course of two days in the student lab without the 
assistance of Dr. Barnum. The first day will include three tests and documentation of our analysis. The 
second day will include two tests and the associated documentation. In the event of participant 
cancellations, the student lab has been reserved for a third day of testing.  

Think aloud protocol 
Participants will be asked to think aloud as they perform the tasks. They will be encouraged to say 
whatever they are looking at, thinking, doing, and feeling as they perform each task. This will enable our 
team to record the users' actions, reactions, and thoughts as they work through the tasks.  

Session length 
Each session will last approximately one hour to complete the following components: 

 Introduction and pre-test questionnaire (5 minutes) 
 Scenarios, including a post-task questionnaire after each scenario (40 minutes) 
 Closing, including standardized usability questions (SUS questions), product reaction card 

selections and explanations, and a final open-ended post-test question (10 minutes) 
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Questions, Tasks, and Scenarios  
The following tables provide three types of information that will help guide our testing team during the 
analysis phase: 

1. Question: The question we want answered based on your requests and concerns identified by our 
team during the heuristic evaluation. 

2.  Task: The task the participant should perform to answer the question. 
3. Scenario: The scenario that we will provide to the participant during testing. 

Question, task, and scenario 1 (8 minutes) 

Question 
Aesthetic and minimalist 
design: 
 
How does the look and feel 
of the site make users feel? 
Do they know what the site 
is and what it is for? 
 

 

Task 
Getting a sense of the site 
purpose and ethos. 
 
Ask the user how the site 
makes them feel;  what is 
the tone of this site? 
 
What is the purpose of this 
site? 
Scenario 
Take a look around the 
home page of this website 
and tell us what you think 
about it, what you think you 
can do here, and where you 
would get started.  
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Question, task, and scenario 2 (8 minutes) 

Question 
Error prevention: 
 
Will users abandon the 
registration process if 
confronted with too many 
errors?  
 
When they get the error 
message, do they understand 
what they did wrong-after 
hitting submit?  
 
Do they know how to correct 
the error?  
  

 

Task 
Registering as a new user to 
determine if user can 
successfully navigate the 
login name and password 
requirements. 
 
Correct choice is to follow the 
help text explicitly to create a 
secure password. 
 
We will not provide login and 
passwords inputs. We can 
provide an email address.  
(Note:  Set a maximum of 3 
attempts. If user experiences 
3 unsuccessful attempts, we 
will stop the user and thank 
them for what they showed 
us about the process of 
registering.) 
Scenario 
You have decided to register 
on the site to see what added 
features become available to 
you. Do that now. 
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Question, task, and scenario 3 (8 minutes) 

Question 
Flexibility and 
efficiency of use: 
 
Can users find 
workspaces and other 
members they have 
previously aligned 
with? 

 

Task 
Searching for a specific 
member and a 
workspace. 
 
Correct choice is to go 
to the Members area 
and use the directory 
to find the specific 
user. Users may be 
confused by Search box 
and the hidden 
Members link under 
the E4C menu. 
Scenario 
You meet Jay Jones at a 
conference and you’d 
like to collaborate with 
him on a project.   
 
1. On the site, show 

how you would see 
whether Jay Jones 
has set up a project 
that you might like 
to be involved in. 

2. Find a project set 
up by another 
engineer. 
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Question, task, and scenario 4 (8 minutes) 

Question 
Match between system and 
the real world: 
 
Are new users able to join a 
workspace easily?  

 

Task 
Join a workspace. 
 
Correct choice is to click 
Register Now button on the 
home page. Users may be 
confused as to what “Register” 
means and if it is the same 
thing as “joining.” 
Scenario 
You found your conference 
colleague, Jay Jones, and now 
you’d like to collaborate with 
him.  
 
1. How would you do this? 
2. If you can’t find him, 

where would you go for 
assistance? 
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Question, task, and scenario 5 (8 minutes) 

Question 
Consistency and standards: 
 
Is the top-level navigation 
intuitive? Can users find the 
E4C resources hidden 
menu?   

 

Task 
Using the site’s top-level 
navigation to find the 
Solutions Library. 
 
Correct answer is to open 
the E4C top navigation bar 
and select Solutions Library. 
Users may not know to click 
the E4C button to find it. 
Scenario 
You would like to look at 
projects that other 
engineers have added to the 
site. How would you do this? 
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Testing Facility and Equipment 

Facility information 
The testing of the E4C website will be conducted on the Southern Polytechnic State University Campus 
located in Marietta, GA. The Atrium Building houses the student usability lab on its ground floor. The lab 
consists of an evaluation room and control room. 

Evaluation room 
The evaluation room is where the user will sit and perform the tasks revolving around the E4C site. The 
layout of the room imitates a home or professional office. A one-way mirror allows the team in the 
control room to observe the user while they perform tasks. The following equipment is in this room: 

• Lenovo Think Centre running Windows 7 and  Internet Explorer 8.0 
• 19” monitor – A standard monitor 
• 3 wall-mounted cameras and a digital desktop camera 
• Microphone 
• Telephone/intercom to control room 

Control room 
The control room will house the team members observing the user. The following equipment is in this 
room: 

• A logging computer with Morae logging software 
• Panasonic TVs that display feeds from the evaluation room cameras 
• A phone/intercom if user requires assistance 
• A DVD recording unit 
• A Panasonic digital video mixer  
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Project Timeline 
 

Date Day Time Task 
10/21-31/2011   
    

  Recruit and screen 
participants 

10/27/2011 Thursday 6:30 pm Conduct walkthrough 
test with tolerant user 

11/01/2011 Tuesday 6:15 pm Conduct pilot test with 
screened participant 

11/05/2011 Saturday 11:00 am-5:00 pm Conduct user tests with 
three participants and 
debrief 

11/06/2011 Sunday 11:00 am-5:00 pm Conduct user tests with 
two participants, 
debrief, analyze, and 
document findings 

11/12/2011 Saturday 12 noon-5:00 pm Conduct alternate 
testing, if needed 

12/6/2011 Tuesday 6:00 pm Deliver final report and 
oral presentation 
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Team Roles and Responsibilities: 
Each team member has been assigned one of the following roles during the usability tests.  

Moderator 
Jay Jones is the moderator, and as such interacts with the participant on test day. If the participant has a 
technical problem, Jay will pass the participant on to technical support. 

Technical support 
Brian Domit will provide technical support. He will ensure that the user hardware is operational prior to 
their arrival and will be available in the control room during the test to address hardware or software 
operational concerns. Brian will also begin, monitor, and end the DVD recording of each test session. 

Logger 
Nathan Atkins will perform all logger duties. From the control room, he will use the Morae software to 
mark the beginning and ending of each task, document the participant comments made during the test, 
document notable navigation choices, and deliver post-test System Usability Scale (SUS) questions to 
the participant computer. His notes will be supplemented by observations from the narrator.  

SUS questions are described further in the Evaluation Data section.  

Narrator/Observer 
Laurie Bennett will take notes during the test separate from the logger. This additional information will 
include the time each participant takes to complete tasks, the participants' non-verbal reactions, and 
technical or procedural problems encountered by the participant or the team during each test. 
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Evaluation Data 

Quantitative data 
During each test, we will collect both quantitative and qualitative data. The quantitative data will 
provide measurable feedback based on users’ responses to questions asked throughout the test. 
Questionnaires, requiring participants to rank ease or difficulty, will be administered after each scenario, 
and at the end of the test. The first part of the post-test protocol includes administering System 
Usability Scale (SUS) questions.  

SUS questions are a set of standardized questions used widely in usability studies. They ask the user to 
respond to questions by rating them on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is strongly disagree, and 5 is strongly 
agree. One example of an SUS question is, "I thought the system was easy to use". The full set of SUS 
questions is included in the Appendix of this document. The questions will be administered on the 
participants' computer screens by Morae, the logging software we plan to use. The team can see the 
participant responses from the control room, as well as listen to any comments the participants makes. 
Morae also scores the participants SUS test.  
 
The benefit of using SUS questions is that the average SUS scores for all participants in the study can 
provide a baseline for comparison to other website usability studies or for future studies of this same 
site. 
 

Qualitative data 
We will collect qualitative feedback through observations during each test, including users’ remarks, 
non-verbal body language, and facial expressions. We will administer a pre-test questionnaire asking 
open-ended questions. We will also use post-test product reaction cards at the end of each test session 
allowing participants to convey their impression of the E4C user experience. 

Product reaction cards are a set of 118 index-style cards each labeled with an emotional description, i.e., 
annoying, simplistic, or impressive. Participants will be asked to select any number of cards that 
resonated with them during the test. Using the cards takes very little time to administer and will return 
another layer of understanding of the users' experience. The questionnaire answers and product 
reaction card choices will provide preference data. The 118 card labels are provided in the Appendix of 
this document. 

This combination of quantitative and qualitative data will inform the analysis to be presented in the final 
report and presentation.  

Pre-test, post-task, and post-test questionnaires are included in the Appendix of this document.   
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Deliverables 
This study concludes on December 6, 2011, with delivery of the following artifacts: 

• A formal written report 
• An oral presentation   
• The presentation Power Point slides  
• A 10-minute highlights video providing evidence of the findings 

If, after reviewing the test recordings, presenting clips from multiple user sessions proves more 
insightful, we will replace the highlights video with shorter clips embedded in the Power Point slides.  
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Appendix A: Screening Questionnaire  
 

Screener: Hello! May I have a moment of your time? 

Yes – Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: I am a student enrolled at Southern Polytechnic State University. I am working on an 
important project for a class revolving around Usability Testing. My team and I are recruiting engineers 
to test a website for engineers interested in community service projects, and I would like to hear your 
input. In consideration of your participation, we are providing a $25 Amazon Gift Card, for those who 
qualify and participate in the study. Would you be interested in participating? 

Yes – Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: Great, thank you. I need to ask you a few questions to see if you qualify for this study. Is that 
alright? 

Yes- Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: Great. First, are you an engineer?  

Yes- Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: What is your Engineering specialty? 

Screener records information, then continues. 

Screener:  The study session is approximately an hour in length and will be scheduled during the 
weekend of November 5th-6th (Sat /Sun) between noon and 5:00pm. We will also be testing on Tuesday, 
November 1st from 6:30pm to 8:00pm. Are you able to attend any one of these sessions? 

Yes – Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: We are trying to choose participants that represent ages 25-65 years old. Do you mind telling 
me your age?  

Screener records age, then continues. 

Screener: Have you been involved in any community service work in the past on a volunteer basis? 

Yes- Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: What types of volunteer community service work were you involved in? 

Screener records information, and then continues. 

Screener: Did you use any websites while doing your volunteer community service? 
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Yes- Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: Which websites did you use? 

Mentions E4C – Disengage Does not mention E4C – Proceed 

Screener records information, and then continues 

Screener: Thank you. During this testing, participants are recorded and videotaped. Would you allow us 
to videotape your session for research purposes as part of our study? 

Yes –Proceed  No – Disengage 

Screener: Thank you for speaking with me today. My team will review your responses. If you qualify for 
participation in our study, we will contact you to schedule a testing time within the next week. Which 
testing session would do you prefer?  

 Tuesday  November 1 6:30pm 
 Saturday November 5 12noon 
 Saturday November 5 1:30pm 
 Saturday November 5 3:00pm  
 Sunday    November 6 12noon 
 Sunday    November 6 1:30pm 

Would you please provide your contact information so we reach you? 

Full name: 

Email address: 

Mobile phone: 

Secondary phone: 

SPSU Campus address if applicable: 

Screener records gender as well. 

Please recall that in appreciation for your time, you will receive a $25 Amazon gift card for participating 
in the study. If you do not hear from us within the next week please know you have our thanks for your 
time. 
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Appendix B: Pre-Test Questionnaire 
Screener:  Thank you for participating in our usability test. Your participation will provide valuable 
feedback for our study. Before we start testing, I would like to ask you a few questions about your 
experience with the Internet and other community service organizations.  

Screener: Have you ever been particularly frustrated by a website? Why? Describe that experience.   

Answer:  

 

 

 

Screener: Have you ever been particularly pleased by a website? Why? Describe that experience.   

Answer:  

 

 

Screener: When looking for an organization to volunteer with, what information is most important to 
you? 

Answer:  

 

 

Screener: Think of one community service or charitable organization’s website that you have visited. 
What did you like about it? How did you use it? Would you mind showing us the site?  

Answer:  
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Appendix C: Post-Task Questionnaires 

Scenario 1 
Please rate your impression of how difficult or easy you think this site will be to use. Circle one answer 
below. 

1-Very difficult 

2-Somewhat difficult 

3-Neither difficult nor easy 

4-Somewhat easy 

        5-Very easy 

 

Please comment on why you think it will be particularly easy or difficult to use: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scenario 2 
Please rate your experience registering as a new member. Circle one answer below. 

1-Very difficult 

2-Somewhat difficult 

3-Neither difficult nor easy 

4-Somewhat easy 

5-Very easy 

 

Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scenario 3 
Please rate your experience searching for Jay Jones, his workspaces, and the workspaces of additional 
engineers. Circle one answer below. 

1-Very difficult 

2-Somewhat difficult 

3-Neither difficult nor easy 

4-Somewhat easy 

5-Very easy 

 

Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scenario 4 
Please rate your experience joining a workspace. Circle one answer below. 

1-Very difficult 

2-Somewhat difficult 

3-Neither difficult nor easy 

4-Somewhat easy 

5-Very easy 

 

Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scenario 5 
Please rate your experience finding the solutions library. Circle one answer below. 

1-Very difficult 

2-Somewhat difficult 

3-Neither difficult nor easy 

4-Somewhat easy 

5-Very easy 

 

Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult.  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix D: Post-Test Questionnaires 

SUS questionnaire 
 
1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.  
     
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex. 
     
3. I thought the system was easy to use.                        
 
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.  
 
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. 
     
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. 
     
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.    
 
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.   
 
9. I felt very confident using the system. 
 
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.    
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Product reaction cards 
The following table contains all of the words used on the product reaction cards.  

The complete set of 118 Product Reaction Cards 

Accessible Creative Fast Meaningful  Slow 

Advanced Customizable Flexible Motivating  Sophisticated 

Annoying Cutting edge Fragile Not Secure Stable 

Appealing Dated Fresh Not Valuable Sterile 

Approachable Desirable Friendly Novel Stimulating 

Attractive Difficult Frustrating Old Straight Forward 

Boring Disconnected Fun Optimistic Stressful 

Business-like Disruptive Gets in the way Ordinary Time-consuming 

Busy Distracting Hard to Use Organized Time-Saving  

Calm Dull  Helpful Overbearing Too Technical 

Clean Easy to use       High quality Overwhelming  Trustworthy 

Clear Effective Impersonal Patronizing Unapproachable 

Collaborative Efficient Impressive Personal Unattractive 

Comfortable  Effortless Incomprehensible Poor quality  Uncontrollable 

Compatible    Empowering Inconsistent  Powerful Unconventional 

Compelling Energetic Ineffective Predictable Understandable 

Complex Engaging      Innovative Professional  Undesirable 

Comprehensive Entertaining Inspiring Relevant Unpredictable 

Confident Enthusiastic Integrated Reliable Unrefined 

Confusing Essential  Intimidating Responsive Usable 

Connected Exceptional Intuitive Rigid Useful 

Consistent Exciting Inviting Satisfying  Valuable 

Controllable    Expected Irrelevant Secure  

Convenient Familiar Low Maintenance    Simplistic  

Developed by and © 2002 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 
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Final post-test questionnaire 
Now that you've had the opportunity to learn more about this site, please rate your impression of how 
difficult or easy this site is to use. Circle one answer below. 

1-Very difficult 

2-Somewhat difficult 

3-Neither difficult nor easy 

4-Somewhat easy 

        5-Very easy 

If your actual experience using the site differed from your initial impression of how easy or difficult it 
would be to use (answered after the first scenario) please comment on what may have changed your 
impression: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix E: Moderator Script 

Introduction 
Hi, my name is Jay Jones. I am a graduate student and a member of the Hufflepuff team in the Usability 
Testing class. I will guide you through the process today. First, if you need assistance at any time, feel 
free to ask. We appreciate you helping us understand how the site works for you, and we want you to 
be comfortable and relaxed. You’ll notice that I’ll be reading from this paper most of the time. This may 
seem strange or awkward, but we do this to ensure that we give the same information to everyone. 

Cameras and videotaping permission 
Let me show you where the cameras are in this room [point to the cameras]. They give the team several 
views of this area. Most of the time, the team will be looking at the screen you will be working on to see 
where you are clicking. Here is a microphone [point to the microphone], which will pick up your voice as 
you speak. We are asking your permission to videotape the session for research purposes, which will 
help us to go back and review what happened just in case we miss something in our notes. Please read 
this form [hand over the video release consent] and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
When you are done, please sign and date both copies at the bottom. Please keep one copy for your 
records. 

Team introduction 
Our team is on the other side of this mirror. This is a one-way mirror that allows the team to see what is 
going on in this room. Our team consists of four students. At the end of the study, if you’re comfortable 
with this, I’d like to introduce you to the team and to give them a chance to thank you for your 
participation. 

Test introduction 
I’ll explain now why we’ve asked you to come here today: we’re testing the Engineering for Change 
website to see what it is like for people to use it. I want to make clear right away that we’re testing the 
site, not you. We want to learn from you about what works well and what gives you problems with this 
website, so we need to know what you honestly think.  

As we go along, I’m going to ask you to think out loud, to tell us what’s going through your mind. You 
may say something like “I am clicking on ...”, “I chose this option because…”, “I don’t like ….”, or “Oh, 
that’s right where I thought it would be.” 

During most of the test, I’ll be sitting in the other room with the team. Before I go, I’ll hand you a task 
for you to perform. Read it out loud, and then begin the task. Once you’re finished with the task, please 
complete the post-task survey. I will then bring you your next task, and we’ll repeat. 

Before we begin the first task, please complete this pre-test questionnaire. If you like, I’ll stay here, ask 
the questions, and write down your responses. 

[Complete questionnaire] 
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Now we can begin. Please read the task out loud, and then you may begin. For this first task, I’ll stay in 
the room with you while you give us your impression of the site. Please remember to think out loud, and 
when you’re done with a task, just say “I’m done.” 

[Participant performs tasks. On the second scenario, remind participant to use a new password, not one 
they use all the time. We do not want to accidently record the participant entering secure information. ] 

NOTE: The activities below are performed after the participant completes the scenarios.  

[After participant has completed the last scenario and associated post-task questionnaires, Jay will 
explain the SUS questions.] 

Thank you so much, we are almost done. You are about to see 10 questions appear on the monitor. 
Please read each out loud then complete the answers on the screen. I will return when you are done. 

Product reaction cards 
Thank you so much for sharing your insights with us. Please look over all the cards and pick any that best 
reflect your experience of working with the E4C website. You can pick whatever you’re comfortable 
with, three or four, or five cards or more. After you pick your cards, I will take them from you. You can 
then tell us what the cards you chose mean to you. 

Final post-test questionnaire 
This is the last thing we will ask you to do. Here is the final questionnaire we’d like for you to fill out. 
Please read your responses after you complete it.  

After testing 
Thank you very much for coming in today. We really learned a lot from your feedback. Would you like to 
meet the team so that they can have a chance to thank you for your help? Here is your gift card for 
taking the time to help us today. We really appreciate it. 
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Appendix F: Video Permission Form 

Usability Center 
Video Permission Form 
I hereby give my permission to be video-taped as part of my participation as a user in the E4C Usability 
Test conducted at the Usability Center at Southern Polytechnic State University. 

I understand and consent to the use and release of the video recording to the Usability Center and to 
the client. I further understand that the video recording and any highlights extracted from the recording 
may be used for review by the client and by the Usability Center. Representative video excerpts may 
also be used within presentations to the client, at professional meetings, and as part of research.   
 
I relinquish any rights to the video recording and understand that the recording may be used for the 
purposes described in this release form without further permission. 
 
I understand that if for any reason I do not want to continue I can leave at any time during this recording 
session.   

 

Please sign both copies of this form. Keep one for your records and 
return the other to the test facilitator. 

Print name 
 

Signature 
 

Date 
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Purpose

The purpose of this report is to present the plan for testing the EngineeringforChange.org website. The usability test will gather data about how users complete five primary tasks, what problems they encounter when completing these tasks, and their overall feelings about the website.  

As our project sponsors, you want to know if new users are able to understand the purpose of the site, how intuitive it is for users to complete the primary tasks, and how easy or difficult it is for users to navigate the site. 

The following test plan provides: 

· The problem statement and test objectives

· User profiles 

· Testing methodology 

· Tasks and scenarios

· Testing facility and equipment 

· Evaluation methods

· Project deliverables

· Questionnaires

· Participant screening questionnaires

· Pre-test questionnaire

· Post-task questionnaires

· Post-test System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire 

· Product Reaction cards

· Post-test questionnaire

· Moderator script

· Video permission 

· User persona






Problem Statement and Test Objectives

Our usability study of the Engineering for Change (E4C) website will assess the user experience of the website as participants complete typical tasks and become familiar with the site. This study will provide qualitative and quantitative data on the ease with which users complete five primary tasks, problems users encounter during each task, and their overall feelings about the website. 

Our team met with you twice in the beginning of the project to identify your primary concerns about the E4C website as well as other objectives for this study. These concerns include the following:

· New user registration



· Searching for another member



· Procedure for joining a workspace



· Procedure for viewing a technical solution



· Navigation: are users able to easily navigate the site to complete tasks quickly? 



· Readability and comprehension: do users understand the language on the site? Is the text easy to read? 



· User satisfaction: which aspects of the site do users like or dislike?



· 


User Profile

Through our initial project conversations with you and follow up research, we developed a user persona embodying characteristics of the E4C user. (The persona is included in Appendix G.) We will select test participants based on those characteristics. 

Our general requirements for user characteristics include: 

· Aged 25 to 65

· Practicing engineer

· Has registered, searched, and posted in forums within a website before

· Works with the Internet on a daily basis

· Motivated to give back to society and perform community service

Within this range, we believe there is a distinction between younger engineers (aged 25-35) and older engineers (aged 35 +) based on comfort with web page navigation. However, we decided not to recruit a specific number from each subgroup; instead, we will attempt to recruit a participant pool that is distributed across the range of age brackets. This decision is based on a need for flexibility in the screening process. 

The most important factor is that the participants are practicing engineers who are motivated to engage in community service and giving back to society. This motivation, as well as questions about experiences, demographic data, and other criteria, is included in our screening questionnaire (Appendix A) for recruiting the best test participants. 

























Methodology and Tasks

Usability testing on the E4C website will focus on concerns identified during the project kickoff meeting as well as the major and catastrophic issues raised during the heuristic evaluation. The tests will take place in the Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU) student usability lab. We will test the website with six participants who meet the screening criteria. Two additional candidates will be recruited as alternate participants in the event of cancellations. The participants will be guided through a series of scenarios using the E4C website. Their responses will be recorded and documented in a final report. The participants will receive a $25 gift card from IEEE in consideration of their help.

Preparation

To prepare for our testing, we will conduct a walkthrough to practice our test plan and procedure with a “stand-in” test participant. This participant will be a tolerant user, someone unfamiliar with the E4C website, but not subject to the more rigid screening the test participants must pass. 

The following week, we will conduct a pilot test with the guidance of Dr. Barnum. The pilot test will be conducted using the first of our recruited participants. If we do not have to make significant changes to the test protocol following the pilot, we will include the results in our final report. 

Testing 

The five remaining tests will be performed over the course of two days in the student lab without the assistance of Dr. Barnum. The first day will include three tests and documentation of our analysis. The second day will include two tests and the associated documentation. In the event of participant cancellations, the student lab has been reserved for a third day of testing. 

Think aloud protocol

Participants will be asked to think aloud as they perform the tasks. They will be encouraged to say whatever they are looking at, thinking, doing, and feeling as they perform each task. This will enable our team to record the users' actions, reactions, and thoughts as they work through the tasks. 

Session length

Each session will last approximately one hour to complete the following components:

· Introduction and pre-test questionnaire (5 minutes)

· Scenarios, including a post-task questionnaire after each scenario (40 minutes)

· Closing, including standardized usability questions (SUS questions), product reaction card selections and explanations, and a final open-ended post-test question (10 minutes)










Questions, Tasks, and Scenarios 

The following tables provide three types of information that will help guide our testing team during the analysis phase:

1. Question: The question we want answered based on your requests and concerns identified by our team during the heuristic evaluation.

2.  Task: The task the participant should perform to answer the question.

3. Scenario: The scenario that we will provide to the participant during testing.

Question, task, and scenario 1 (8 minutes)

		Question

Aesthetic and minimalist design:



How does the look and feel of the site make users feel? Do they know what the site is and what it is for?



		



		Task

Getting a sense of the site purpose and ethos.



Ask the user how the site makes them feel;  what is the tone of this site?



What is the purpose of this site?

		



		Scenario

Take a look around the home page of this website and tell us what you think about it, what you think you can do here, and where you would get started. 


		














Question, task, and scenario 2 (8 minutes)

		Question

Error prevention:



Will users abandon the registration process if confronted with too many errors? 



When they get the error message, do they understand what they did wrong-after hitting submit? 



Do they know how to correct the error?	

	

		



		Task

Registering as a new user to determine if user can successfully navigate the login name and password requirements.



Correct choice is to follow the help text explicitly to create a secure password.



We will not provide login and passwords inputs. We can provide an email address. 

(Note:  Set a maximum of 3 attempts. If user experiences 3 unsuccessful attempts, we will stop the user and thank them for what they showed us about the process of registering.)

		



		Scenario

You have decided to register on the site to see what added features become available to you. Do that now.



		









Question, task, and scenario 3 (8 minutes)

		Question

Flexibility and efficiency of use:



Can users find workspaces and other members they have previously aligned with?

		



		Task

Searching for a specific member and a workspace.



Correct choice is to go to the Members area and use the directory to find the specific user. Users may be confused by Search box and the hidden Members link under the E4C menu.

		



		Scenario

You meet Jay Jones at a conference and you’d like to collaborate with him on a project.  



1. On the site, show how you would see whether Jay Jones has set up a project that you might like to be involved in.

2. Find a project set up by another engineer.











		








Question, task, and scenario 4 (8 minutes)

		Question

Match between system and the real world:



Are new users able to join a workspace easily?	

		



		Task

Join a workspace.



Correct choice is to click Register Now button on the home page. Users may be confused as to what “Register” means and if it is the same thing as “joining.”

		



		Scenario

You found your conference colleague, Jay Jones, and now you’d like to collaborate with him. 



1. How would you do this?

2. If you can’t find him, where would you go for assistance?

		



























Question, task, and scenario 5 (8 minutes)

		Question

Consistency and standards:



Is the top-level navigation intuitive? Can users find the E4C resources hidden menu? 	

		



		Task

Using the site’s top-level navigation to find the Solutions Library.



Correct answer is to open the E4C top navigation bar and select Solutions Library. Users may not know to click the E4C button to find it.

		



		Scenario

You would like to look at projects that other engineers have added to the site. How would you do this?

		











Testing Facility and Equipment

Facility information

The testing of the E4C website will be conducted on the Southern Polytechnic State University Campus located in Marietta, GA. The Atrium Building houses the student usability lab on its ground floor. The lab consists of an evaluation room and control room.

Evaluation room

The evaluation room is where the user will sit and perform the tasks revolving around the E4C site. The layout of the room imitates a home or professional office. A one-way mirror allows the team in the control room to observe the user while they perform tasks. The following equipment is in this room:

· Lenovo Think Centre running Windows 7 and  Internet Explorer 8.0

· 19” monitor – A standard monitor

· 3 wall-mounted cameras and a digital desktop camera

· Microphone

· Telephone/intercom to control room

Control room

The control room will house the team members observing the user. The following equipment is in this room:

· A logging computer with Morae logging software

· Panasonic TVs that display feeds from the evaluation room cameras

· A phone/intercom if user requires assistance

· A DVD recording unit

· A Panasonic digital video mixer 





Project Timeline



		Date

		Day

		Time

		Task



		10/21-31/2011 					

		

		

		Recruit and screen participants



		10/27/2011

		Thursday

		6:30 pm

		Conduct walkthrough test with tolerant user



		11/01/2011

		Tuesday

		6:15 pm

		Conduct pilot test with screened participant



		11/05/2011

		Saturday

		11:00 am-5:00 pm

		Conduct user tests with three participants and debrief



		11/06/2011

		Sunday

		11:00 am-5:00 pm

		Conduct user tests with two participants, debrief, analyze, and document findings



		11/12/2011

		Saturday

		12 noon-5:00 pm

		Conduct alternate testing, if needed



		12/6/2011

		Tuesday

		6:00 pm

		Deliver final report and oral presentation


































Team Roles and Responsibilities:

Each team member has been assigned one of the following roles during the usability tests. 

Moderator

Jay Jones is the moderator, and as such interacts with the participant on test day. If the participant has a technical problem, Jay will pass the participant on to technical support.

Technical support

Brian Domit will provide technical support. He will ensure that the user hardware is operational prior to their arrival and will be available in the control room during the test to address hardware or software operational concerns. Brian will also begin, monitor, and end the DVD recording of each test session.

Logger

Nathan Atkins will perform all logger duties. From the control room, he will use the Morae software to mark the beginning and ending of each task, document the participant comments made during the test, document notable navigation choices, and deliver post-test System Usability Scale (SUS) questions to the participant computer. His notes will be supplemented by observations from the narrator. 

SUS questions are described further in the Evaluation Data section. 

Narrator/Observer

Laurie Bennett will take notes during the test separate from the logger. This additional information will include the time each participant takes to complete tasks, the participants' non-verbal reactions, and technical or procedural problems encountered by the participant or the team during each test.




















Evaluation Data

Quantitative data

During each test, we will collect both quantitative and qualitative data. The quantitative data will provide measurable feedback based on users’ responses to questions asked throughout the test. Questionnaires, requiring participants to rank ease or difficulty, will be administered after each scenario, and at the end of the test. The first part of the post-test protocol includes administering System Usability Scale (SUS) questions. 

SUS questions are a set of standardized questions used widely in usability studies. They ask the user to respond to questions by rating them on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is strongly disagree, and 5 is strongly agree. One example of an SUS question is, "I thought the system was easy to use". The full set of SUS questions is included in the Appendix of this document. The questions will be administered on the participants' computer screens by Morae, the logging software we plan to use. The team can see the participant responses from the control room, as well as listen to any comments the participants makes. Morae also scores the participants SUS test. 



The benefit of using SUS questions is that the average SUS scores for all participants in the study can provide a baseline for comparison to other website usability studies or for future studies of this same site.



Qualitative data

We will collect qualitative feedback through observations during each test, including users’ remarks, non-verbal body language, and facial expressions. We will administer a pre-test questionnaire asking open-ended questions. We will also use post-test product reaction cards at the end of each test session allowing participants to convey their impression of the E4C user experience.

Product reaction cards are a set of 118 index-style cards each labeled with an emotional description, i.e., annoying, simplistic, or impressive. Participants will be asked to select any number of cards that resonated with them during the test. Using the cards takes very little time to administer and will return another layer of understanding of the users' experience. The questionnaire answers and product reaction card choices will provide preference data. The 118 card labels are provided in the Appendix of this document.

This combination of quantitative and qualitative data will inform the analysis to be presented in the final report and presentation. 

Pre-test, post-task, and post-test questionnaires are included in the Appendix of this document. 


Deliverables

This study concludes on December 6, 2011, with delivery of the following artifacts:

· A formal written report

· An oral presentation  

· The presentation Power Point slides 

· A 10-minute highlights video providing evidence of the findings

If, after reviewing the test recordings, presenting clips from multiple user sessions proves more insightful, we will replace the highlights video with shorter clips embedded in the Power Point slides. 






























Appendix A: Screening Questionnaire 



Screener: Hello! May I have a moment of your time?

Yes – Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: I am a student enrolled at Southern Polytechnic State University. I am working on an important project for a class revolving around Usability Testing. My team and I are recruiting engineers to test a website for engineers interested in community service projects, and I would like to hear your input. In consideration of your participation, we are providing a $25 Amazon Gift Card, for those who qualify and participate in the study. Would you be interested in participating?

Yes – Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: Great, thank you. I need to ask you a few questions to see if you qualify for this study. Is that alright?

Yes- Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: Great. First, are you an engineer? 

Yes- Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: What is your Engineering specialty?

Screener records information, then continues.

Screener:  The study session is approximately an hour in length and will be scheduled during the weekend of November 5th-6th (Sat /Sun) between noon and 5:00pm. We will also be testing on Tuesday, November 1st from 6:30pm to 8:00pm. Are you able to attend any one of these sessions?

Yes – Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: We are trying to choose participants that represent ages 25-65 years old. Do you mind telling me your age? 

Screener records age, then continues.

Screener: Have you been involved in any community service work in the past on a volunteer basis?

Yes- Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: What types of volunteer community service work were you involved in?

Screener records information, and then continues.

Screener: Did you use any websites while doing your volunteer community service?

Yes- Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: Which websites did you use?

Mentions E4C – Disengage	Does not mention E4C – Proceed

Screener records information, and then continues

Screener: Thank you. During this testing, participants are recorded and videotaped. Would you allow us to videotape your session for research purposes as part of our study?

Yes –Proceed		No – Disengage

Screener: Thank you for speaking with me today. My team will review your responses. If you qualify for participation in our study, we will contact you to schedule a testing time within the next week. Which testing session would do you prefer? 

· Tuesday  November 1	6:30pm

· Saturday November 5	12noon

· Saturday November 5	1:30pm

· Saturday November 5	3:00pm 

· Sunday    November 6	12noon

· Sunday    November 6	1:30pm

Would you please provide your contact information so we reach you?

Full name:

Email address:

Mobile phone:

Secondary phone:

SPSU Campus address if applicable:

Screener records gender as well.

Please recall that in appreciation for your time, you will receive a $25 Amazon gift card for participating in the study. If you do not hear from us within the next week please know you have our thanks for your time.






Appendix B: Pre-Test Questionnaire

Screener:  Thank you for participating in our usability test. Your participation will provide valuable feedback for our study. Before we start testing, I would like to ask you a few questions about your experience with the Internet and other community service organizations. 

Screener: Have you ever been particularly frustrated by a website? Why? Describe that experience.  

Answer: 







Screener: Have you ever been particularly pleased by a website? Why? Describe that experience.  

Answer: 





Screener: When looking for an organization to volunteer with, what information is most important to you?

Answer: 





Screener: Think of one community service or charitable organization’s website that you have visited. What did you like about it? How did you use it? Would you mind showing us the site? 

Answer: 












Appendix C: Post-Task Questionnaires

Scenario 1

Please rate your impression of how difficult or easy you think this site will be to use. Circle one answer below.

1-Very difficult

2-Somewhat difficult

3-Neither difficult nor easy

4-Somewhat easy

        5-Very easy



Please comment on why you think it will be particularly easy or difficult to use:

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
























Scenario 2

Please rate your experience registering as a new member. Circle one answer below.

1-Very difficult

2-Somewhat difficult

3-Neither difficult nor easy

4-Somewhat easy

5-Very easy



Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult:

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________



























Scenario 3

Please rate your experience searching for Jay Jones, his workspaces, and the workspaces of additional engineers. Circle one answer below.

1-Very difficult

2-Somewhat difficult

3-Neither difficult nor easy

4-Somewhat easy

5-Very easy



Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult:

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________




Scenario 4

Please rate your experience joining a workspace. Circle one answer below.

1-Very difficult

2-Somewhat difficult

3-Neither difficult nor easy

4-Somewhat easy

5-Very easy



Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult:

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________











Scenario 5

Please rate your experience finding the solutions library. Circle one answer below.

1-Very difficult

2-Somewhat difficult

3-Neither difficult nor easy

4-Somewhat easy

5-Very easy



Please comment on what was particularly easy or difficult. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________














Appendix D: Post-Test Questionnaires

SUS questionnaire



1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.	

				

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.

				

3. I thought the system was easy to use.                      	



4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.	



5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.

				

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

				

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.			



8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.		



9. I felt very confident using the system.



10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system. 		






Product reaction cards

The following table contains all of the words used on the product reaction cards. 

		The complete set of 118 Product Reaction Cards



		Accessible

		Creative

		Fast

		Meaningful 

		Slow



		Advanced

		Customizable

		Flexible

		Motivating 

		Sophisticated



		Annoying

		Cutting edge

		Fragile

		Not Secure

		Stable



		Appealing

		Dated

		Fresh

		Not Valuable

		Sterile



		Approachable

		Desirable

		Friendly

		Novel

		Stimulating



		Attractive

		Difficult

		Frustrating

		Old

		Straight Forward



		Boring

		Disconnected

		Fun

		Optimistic

		Stressful



		Business-like

		Disruptive

		Gets in the way

		Ordinary

		Time-consuming



		Busy

		Distracting

		Hard to Use

		Organized

		Time-Saving 



		Calm

		Dull 

		Helpful

		Overbearing

		Too Technical



		Clean

		Easy to use      

		High quality

		Overwhelming 

		Trustworthy



		Clear

		Effective

		Impersonal

		Patronizing

		Unapproachable



		Collaborative

		Efficient

		Impressive

		Personal

		Unattractive



		Comfortable 

		Effortless

		Incomprehensible

		Poor quality 

		Uncontrollable



		Compatible   

		Empowering

		Inconsistent 

		Powerful

		Unconventional



		Compelling

		Energetic

		Ineffective

		Predictable

		Understandable



		Complex

		Engaging     

		Innovative

		Professional 

		Undesirable



		Comprehensive

		Entertaining

		Inspiring

		Relevant

		Unpredictable



		Confident

		Enthusiastic

		Integrated

		Reliable

		Unrefined



		Confusing

		Essential 

		Intimidating

		Responsive

		Usable



		Connected

		Exceptional

		Intuitive

		Rigid

		Useful



		Consistent

		Exciting

		Inviting

		Satisfying 

		Valuable



		Controllable   

		Expected

		Irrelevant

		Secure

		



		Convenient

		Familiar

		Low Maintenance   

		Simplistic

		





Developed by and © 2002 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Final post-test questionnaire

Now that you've had the opportunity to learn more about this site, please rate your impression of how difficult or easy this site is to use. Circle one answer below.

1-Very difficult

2-Somewhat difficult

3-Neither difficult nor easy

4-Somewhat easy

        5-Very easy

If your actual experience using the site differed from your initial impression of how easy or difficult it would be to use (answered after the first scenario) please comment on what may have changed your impression:

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________





















Appendix E: Moderator Script

Introduction

Hi, my name is Jay Jones. I am a graduate student and a member of the Hufflepuff team in the Usability Testing class. I will guide you through the process today. First, if you need assistance at any time, feel free to ask. We appreciate you helping us understand how the site works for you, and we want you to be comfortable and relaxed. You’ll notice that I’ll be reading from this paper most of the time. This may seem strange or awkward, but we do this to ensure that we give the same information to everyone.

Cameras and videotaping permission

Let me show you where the cameras are in this room [point to the cameras]. They give the team several views of this area. Most of the time, the team will be looking at the screen you will be working on to see where you are clicking. Here is a microphone [point to the microphone], which will pick up your voice as you speak. We are asking your permission to videotape the session for research purposes, which will help us to go back and review what happened just in case we miss something in our notes. Please read this form [hand over the video release consent] and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. When you are done, please sign and date both copies at the bottom. Please keep one copy for your records.

Team introduction

Our team is on the other side of this mirror. This is a one-way mirror that allows the team to see what is going on in this room. Our team consists of four students. At the end of the study, if you’re comfortable with this, I’d like to introduce you to the team and to give them a chance to thank you for your participation.

Test introduction

I’ll explain now why we’ve asked you to come here today: we’re testing the Engineering for Change website to see what it is like for people to use it. I want to make clear right away that we’re testing the site, not you. We want to learn from you about what works well and what gives you problems with this website, so we need to know what you honestly think. 

As we go along, I’m going to ask you to think out loud, to tell us what’s going through your mind. You may say something like “I am clicking on ...”, “I chose this option because…”, “I don’t like ….”, or “Oh, that’s right where I thought it would be.”

During most of the test, I’ll be sitting in the other room with the team. Before I go, I’ll hand you a task for you to perform. Read it out loud, and then begin the task. Once you’re finished with the task, please complete the post-task survey. I will then bring you your next task, and we’ll repeat.

Before we begin the first task, please complete this pre-test questionnaire. If you like, I’ll stay here, ask the questions, and write down your responses.

[Complete questionnaire]

Now we can begin. Please read the task out loud, and then you may begin. For this first task, I’ll stay in the room with you while you give us your impression of the site. Please remember to think out loud, and when you’re done with a task, just say “I’m done.”

[Participant performs tasks. On the second scenario, remind participant to use a new password, not one they use all the time. We do not want to accidently record the participant entering secure information. ]

NOTE: The activities below are performed after the participant completes the scenarios. 

[After participant has completed the last scenario and associated post-task questionnaires, Jay will explain the SUS questions.]

Thank you so much, we are almost done. You are about to see 10 questions appear on the monitor. Please read each out loud then complete the answers on the screen. I will return when you are done.

Product reaction cards

Thank you so much for sharing your insights with us. Please look over all the cards and pick any that best reflect your experience of working with the E4C website. You can pick whatever you’re comfortable with, three or four, or five cards or more. After you pick your cards, I will take them from you. You can then tell us what the cards you chose mean to you.

Final post-test questionnaire

This is the last thing we will ask you to do. Here is the final questionnaire we’d like for you to fill out. Please read your responses after you complete it. 

After testing

Thank you very much for coming in today. We really learned a lot from your feedback. Would you like to meet the team so that they can have a chance to thank you for your help? Here is your gift card for taking the time to help us today. We really appreciate it.






Appendix F: Video Permission Form

Usability Center

Video Permission Form

I hereby give my permission to be video-taped as part of my participation as a user in the E4C Usability Test conducted at the Usability Center at Southern Polytechnic State University.

I understand and consent to the use and release of the video recording to the Usability Center and to the client. I further understand that the video recording and any highlights extracted from the recording may be used for review by the client and by the Usability Center. Representative video excerpts may also be used within presentations to the client, at professional meetings, and as part of research.  

I relinquish any rights to the video recording and understand that the recording may be used for the purposes described in this release form without further permission.

I understand that if for any reason I do not want to continue I can leave at any time during this recording session.  



Please sign both copies of this form. Keep one for your records and
return the other to the test facilitator.

		Print name

		



		Signature

		



		Date
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Appendix G: Elsie Manning Persona
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